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with the change to the zynq-7000, the xilinx edk
changed to use the same zynq sdk as the
allwinner sdk. this allowed for simple
collaboration of code and design, and re-use of
non-xilinx code.[64] the xilinx vita is an open
resource-sharing technology company that
started in 2002. it has three main areas of
focus, which are: high-end, low-cost embedded
fpgas traditional cad tools that help design chips
and equipment open source hardware and ip
the artix family is considered to be the low-cost
product line. artix offers programmable logic
components that include block macros, logic
cells and flip-flops in a 28 nm process and 16 gb
memory at $0.41 per gate. the product line
includes 0.3 micrometer (μm) logic cells, an
analogic and digital metal library, flip-flops,
ladder-based logic, multiplier,
serializer/deserializer (serdes), and is low cost,
power-efficient, and supporting several low cost
products. integrated on-chip interconnections of
the kintex-7 family are a low-cost and high-
performance serializer/deserializer (serdes) and
synchronizer/triggestor logic blocks (stlb) that
can be programmed with the vivado design
suite. the goal of the interconnections is to
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dramatically reduce the number of board-level
system-in-a-package (sip) interconnects
required to connect devices on the same board
or in adjacent boards, potentially reducing the
size, cost, and latency of long-board data
communications and increasing the system
bandwidth at the same time.[63] the artix family
implements a 256-bit 3.6v/5v ddr3 controller for
mass storage. the artix fpgas can store a huge
amount of data in comparison to their previous
xc6200 fpga family, which used 40 nm
processes with a 2.9 ghz data rate and three to
five times the volume (at that time).
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in november 2013, xilinx announced that it was
ceasing shipments of its virtex-7 family fpgas.
the company had partnered with actel in 2013
to jointly develop the virtex-7 h5000x fpgas,

with the h6000x fpgas being targeted for long-
term high-volume applications. xilinx stated that

it had a large backlog of orders, but that the
new technology meant that this backlog would

not be filled by using traditional packaging
methods and that the lead times would

therefore extend, and that these factors created
challenges for customers. xilinx introduced the
virtex-5 family in 2013, including the dual-core

5-100t fpga, 5-400t fpga, 5-400h and 5-56h fpga
transceiver, and the 5-200 t fpga all operating

at 5 gbit/s, and the 5-200h and 5-56h fpga
transceivers operating at 13.1 gbit/s, with a

maximum bit-rate of 20.4 gbit/s. the 5-100t and
5-400t fpgas are composed of one virtex-5 ip

fpga and one virtex-5 fpga sub-controller, while
the 5-400h and 5-56h fpgas comprise two

virtex-5 ip fpgas and two virtex-5 fpga sub-
controllers in a common package. the 5-200t
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fpga is composed of one virtex-5 ip fpga and
one virtex-5 fpga sub-controller, while the

5-200h and 5-56h fpga transceivers have the
same configuration, but used in dual or quad

mode. the xilinx kintex-7 family and the smaller
virtex-7 fpgas were intended to provide the

enhanced performance and functionality of the
14nm process at a lower cost and power, while
not compromising the reliability of the previous

28nm virtex-6 fpgas, a goal xilinx had
maintained since its first generation 12.5 gbit/s

virtex-5 family devices in 2009. the kintex-7
family includes high-performance 12.5 gbit/s or

lower-cost optimized 6. 5ec8ef588b
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